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Review of Cindex for Windows 1.5 and Sky Index
Professional

5.1 (revision).

Michael Wyatt of Keyword Editorial Services

updates his indexing software comparison.
A new version of CINDEXfor Windows (version 1.5)
and an upgraded revision of SKYIndex Professional
Edition 5.1 (rev. 991203) have recently been released.
Although the bald list of new features of both initially
appears bland, both updates represent a significant
advance in power and ease of use.
This review updates the full comparative review
published in the September and October issues of the
Newsletter. (You can read the full review at http://
www.aussi.orglresources/software/review.htm.) I have
followed the order of that review _here.

Presentation
The major change in presentation is the availability in
CINDEXof two new toolbar buttons that allow you to
toggle between displays in alphabetical order and page
number order, a feature SKYIndex 5.1 already has.
The toolbar is getting a bit full - if you have a small
screen you may find that the new buttons fall off the
edge of tllefcreen; if so, you can customise the
toolbar by eleting a few of the less-used buttons. SKY
Index's mo e extensive icons automatically wrap when
they won't fit across the screen, and you can also
customise the toolbar to display certain groups of
Icons.
Apart from that, CINDEX's processing operations,
already lightning fast, run even faster than before.
This distinction from SKYIndex becomes very
marked in operations like finding, sorting or verifying/
error scanning. The last two are usually carried out
only once or twice per index; but in a large SKYIndex
index, finding text (and other operations dependent
on scanning the file) can be quite slow.

SKYIndex builds a list of terms separate from the
index file. This means that you can save it separately
for use in other indexes, or import a list from an
existing index. The list is compiled from individual
cells as each record is entered, so it can be set to
complete terms that appear at any level of heading of
any record - this is very important in an index that
uses the same subheadings over and over. It also used
to mean that incorrectly typed terms remained in the
list to haunt the less-skilled typist. The new release lets
you refresh tl1eAutoEntry list to eliminate mistyped
terms that have since been corrected, or to create a
new list for an index that does not already have one.
CINDL,( appears to use the index itself as the source
of Auto-Completion. This has the advantage that the
latest spelling of a term is always available. However, it
has the drawback that it will complete a subheading
only if that subheading is already attached to the
heading you are entering. Nor can you save the list
separately or import it into another index. An optional
setting allows you to view 'the entry it is using as the
source of text.' The initial release had a couple of
minor bugs, which were rapidly rectified.
(Continued on page 84)
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Branch public meeting

News from the ACT Region
Branch

Case studies and challenges
On Tuesday October 31st (Hallowe'en), the Victorian
Branch of the Australian Society of Indexers, will hold
a 'trick or treat' meeting at Da Vinci's Restaurant, 304
Toorak Rd, South Yarra.
V{e have booked an upstairs room at the restaurant,
commencing at 6 pm for drinks and nibbles. A panel
of 3 speakers will address case studies and challenges
in the areas of newspaper indexing 'Marketing the
Argus project' (Geraldine Suter): Indexing challenges
(Max McMaster) and biographical indexing (jenny
Restarick),
At the end of the meeting (approx. 7.30 pm.) all
present are invited to stay on for an cl la carte dinner
to continue the discussion, ask further questions or
just get to know each other in a more relaxed venue.
The fully licensed restaurant is just down (east) from
the Chapel St intersection and provides excellent fare
at moderate prices. Vegetarian dishes are included on
the menu.
RSVP by Wed. act. 25th to Jenny Restarick,
Tel. (H) 03 9528 2539 (B) 03 9545 2178
or via email tojenny.restarick@enquiries.csiro.au

The ACT Region Branch has approximately 40
members, most of whom live in Canberra, but some
are as far away as Murrumbatemen and Bungendore.
We try to put on a mix of activities during the year,
some functional, some social. Our annual general
meeting is usually combined with a dinner (we are
working our way through Canberra's many excellent
restaurants) and an interesting speaker. This year we
hve held a panel meeting on 'What makes a good
index' with input from back-of-book, database, web
and metadata indexers, which all agreed was very
useful. We also held a drinks party 'Meet the
indexers', with the intention of getting together with
our clients.
Currently some members of the branch committee
are meeting fortnightly with members of the Canberra
Society of Editors committee. to organise the national
Conference planned for April 2001 entitled
'Partnerships in knowledge'. At this stage we have the
venue booked, and outline of the prograrn drafted,
and a list of suggestions for keynote speakers for each
day of the conference. Our call for papers has already
been featured in the September AusSI Newsletter,
and we hope to have a draft program prepared by
mid-November. Sub-committees have been set up to
deal with matters of immediate concern, and we
already have samples of program graphics from our
printer. We hope to start organising sponsorship in
the near future.
Our president, Lynn Farkas, has given a talk to the
Canberra Society of Editors and a a talk to the ACT
Region Branch of AusSI is planned for S October.

Soc. Editors (NSW) meeting

1st Tues in month

AusSI ACT conference
submissions deadline

18 act

Vie Branch case studies

31 act

AusSI Newsletter deadline

31 act

NSW Society of Editors

Web indexing prize entries due

30 Nov

Meets monthly (usually first Tuesday of the month) at
Judicial Commission Conference Centre, 5th floor
Wynyard House Gust above Wynyard Station) at 6.30
for 7.00. Cost $15 including drinks and light eats.

AusSI ACr conference &
workshops

20-22 & 23 Apr
2001
VOLUME

Also being held is a brainstorming session on quality
control for database indexers to be held on 22
November.
Edyth Binkowski.
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AusSI Web Indexing Prize 2000
Entries are now open for the 2000 AusSI Web
Indexing Prize. The winning entry will win a book
voucher for $100 from tile Co-op Bookshop.
Applications are invited from Australian and New
Zealand indexers and webmasters. Teams of indexers
may enter. Entries close on tile 30til of November
2000. Winning entries will be announced in tile
Austrnluut Society oiIndexcrs Ncwsletter zuc: on
indexing mailing lists; winners will also be notified by
email.

Guidelines
A web index is a human construction which provides
users with direct access to online material. Production
of CUlindex requires analysis of tile material to be
indexed and tile construction of 'locators' pointing to
that material. (On tile Web these will normally take
tile form of hyperlinks.) The order of locators in a
web index need not be alphabetical, but it must be a
rational and systematic sequence which caters to the
users of tile site.
The Society is looking for ways in which indexing
skills have been applied to online material. Indexes
will be evaluated on completeness, relevance, and the
appropriateness of analysis carried out on tile material
indexed, as well as on ways in which online
technology has been used to aid user access.
Indexes should be prepared to a professional
standard. Thoroughness and ease of use will be given
more emphasis in judging than size.

Rules
The index and tile material it provides access to must
be accessible to the general public through tile Web,
Indexes must be entered by tile responsible indexers
or webmasters. The indexer must be resident in
Australia or New Zealand. Previous winners of the
award are not eligible for entry. Entries close on 30
November 2000.

New members
A warm welcome to the following new member:
Ms Cayle Pescud, NSW.

Newsletter editor wanted
I will be resigning as newsletter editor at the end of
this year so we are looking for a new editor to:

+

Gather and solicit copy and advertisements

+

Prioritise contributions

+

vVrite fillers and articles as needed

+

Fulfill legal obligations, eg with regard to
copyright and libel laws

+
+

Desktop publish the newsletter

+

Coordinate delivery to printer, enveloping, and
posting
Provide tile newsletter to tile webmaster for
loading on the AusSI website.

You can delegate parts of tile newsletter (eg 'From the
literature') and certain jobs (eg enveloping) and you
are reimbursed for all expenses.
This is CUlenjoyable job, and a good way of making
contacts with indexers and others. You get to see all
tile newsletters we receive (eg from societies of
editors) and you become an ex officio member of the
National Committee.
If you have any questions about the job contact tile
editor, Clenda Browne. If you are interested in taking
on tile position please contact tile President of the
National Committee, Carry Cousins (details on back
page).

From the editor
Hi,

Judges
The judges will be jonathan jcrmey, AusSI
Wcbmaster, and Madeleine Davis, AusSI NSvV
Branch President.

Entry Form
All entry form can be found onlinc via http://www.
aussi.org. Please address any queries to jonathan
jcrmcy at webmaster@aussi.org.
VOLUME

Please apply if you are
interested in taking over as
editor. It is a truly enjoyable
job Gust disregard the
deadlines, empty pages asking
to be filled, etc.)
Cheers, Clenda
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index. This means that you C:U1 now create 'subindexes' as easily as in CINDE.,'(.

Cant. from page 81)

Both programs have made improvements, increasing
the flexibility of formats of locators. In SKYIndex you
can:

In CINDE.,'(you can now find records that fall within a
range, whether this range is text, record number or
whatever. In SKYIndex it remains a drawback that
you cannot retrieve a record by page number if that
number falls within a range; for example a search for
page 271 will not retrieve 270-272.

•

Selecting records

Page references

choose between three span separators for normal
output; CINDEXstill allows you to enter any
symbol or text you please as a span separator, and
in SKYIndex you can specify any character if you
choose 'Custom' output, but this entails inserting
all output coding manually and is not for the fainthearted

•

choose between five styles of span abbreviation
(CINDEXhas three)

•

enter abbreviated page ranges and SKYIndex will
expand them for you, e.g. to enter 11:C.I 04-11:
C.I07 you only need to type 1l:C.I04-7.

A new feature in both programs allows the use of
reserved characters. (such as a comma separating
references): in CINDEXyou precede or enclose such
characters by special formatting characters, in SKY
Index you set up a 'Translation Table'. This table also
allows you to abbreviate frequently used text like 'f
for 'fig.'.

Editing
Find and replace
SKYIndex now features pattern matching, long a
valued but very complicated feature of CINDE.,'(.SKY
Index's matching 'criteria codes' are more extensive
than CINDEX's, and quite a lot easier to use, though
by no means a pushover.

Groups
Like CINDEX,SKYIndex now lets you specify and
save named groups. However, unlike CINDEX,which
lets you name and save any collection of records
regardless of how you created it, you can only name
and save as a group those entries which have been
gathered by the 'Named Croups' process, which
means that you must decide that you want to save
them as a group before you create the group.
Retrieving groups in a large index can take the
computer quite a few seconds.
However, in SKYIndex you GU1 now save any group
of records, regardless of how you created it, as a new
index, with the same formatting options as the full
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In both programs you can create groups of records
and carry out editing functions on them as a block.
SKYIndex is far more versatile in the number and
types of processes that can be carried out on a block
of records. Moreover, in SKYIndex you can form a
group from non-contiguous records simply by
selecting them with your mouse, whereas in CINDEX
the records must be contiguous.

Sorting
SKYIndex now allows for Chicago Manual of Style
rules for both word-by-word and letter-by-letter
(evidently a requirement for the US Department of
Agriculture correspondence course in indexing,
popular in the US}, in addition to ISgrules, bringing
the total of choices to five. CINDEXhas three choices,
and it is not clear whether these are CMS or ISO
rules; version 1.5 adds an 'Exceptions' box that allows
you to configure your index to follow these any
variation of these rules.
SKYIndex too now gives UIe indexer total control
over date sorting. You can customise year
abbreviations so that 98 and 99 file before 00 and 01.
I don't know whether this is a new feature that results
from Ule foregoing, or whether it has always been
available and I never noticed, but months as
subheadings file in correct order without the need for
sort overrides. This is invaluable when indexing
newspapers or news magazines (though I did have a
bit of difficulty with one Brian May, whom SKYIndex
insisted on filing before junel).

Index management
Macros
At last CINDEXgives us back the ability to use more
than one macro: the DOS feature that allowed
commands to be incorporated in hot keys was
curtailed in the Windows version. Now we can have
up to 10 macros, all by simply recording a series of
keystrokes and/or mouse movements. However, to

9, Ocr013EH
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play them back you must choose 'Play events' from
the 'Tools' menu, and then choose the macro from a
sub-menu identifying macros simply as 'Macro I',
'Macro 2' etc. (remembering which of 10 unidentified
macros does what could be a challenging task in
itself). Alternatively, of course, you can press the
sequence of keys corresponding to the Menu bar 'Alt'
shortcuts.
SKYIndex retains its 20 macros, each available with a
single keystroke or mouse-click and listed by userdefined name. But as already described, setting them
up is quite a lot more complicated than recording
keystrokes.

Syndetic structure
Cross-references
Formatting cross-references has been made more
flexible in both programs. In addition, cross-reference
formats can now be specified separately for headings
and subheadings, in bolll programs. As well as
allowing placement of 'see also' cross-references as
the first or last subheading, CINDEXallows them to
follow on directly from the heading, in one of two
formats.

Authority control
In addition to the ability to print a report with each
heading showing cross-references made to it, CrNDL"'<:
does have a very important authority control feature
which I overlooked in my earlier review, for which I
must apologise to Indexing Research. By setting up a
'reference index' consisting of headings and crossreferences only, you can generate cross-references in
another index automatically. Using this tool you can
create and maintain an authority file for an index to a
serial, and create the required cross-references
automatically each time an index is issued. CINDEX
decides in each case whether a reference should be
'see' or 'see also'; although I discovered that this was
not infallible, a quick manual edit tidied up any
problems. As I indicated in my earlier review, the
method of creating an authority file is poorly
documented and is messy and time-consuming though
possible. Perhaps a future version of CINDEXcould
have as a partner to its 'Create Cross-References' a
'Create Reference Index' tool.

enhancements to CINDEX.You can select any
number of records (from one to all) on the CINDL"'<:
screen, drag them to a word-processing program and
there they are, perfectly formatted. I couldn't believe
my eyes! Imagine the possibilities. Using CrNDEX's
sophisticated grouping feature, you can create a subindex using just about any criteria you please, and
drag it fully featured to a word-processor. You want an
index to Volume 2 only? No problem. Entries for
1997 issues only? Easy-peasy, Click. Drag. Done.
SKYIndex's similar innovation is less spectacular but
works equally well. When you generate an index or
send it to your word-processor, SKYIndex
incorporates only those records displayed in the Edit
grid. You select the group just as you would in
CINDEX,but instead of opening your word-processor
and dragging the records to it, you click the 'Print'
icon and the word-processor opens with the sub-index
displayed.

Machine-readable output
Both programs have increased the number of
available formats and the options within these formats.
In particular, output in RTF and Quark Xpress Tag
format have both been improved.
SKYIndex outputs are RTF (with the choice of
indicating levels with styles, tabs, or spaces), Chicago,
ANSI/NISO, text (ASCII), HTML, Quark XPress, or
custom (all with or without line breaks). CINDL"'<:
outputs are text only (with or without line breaks),
RTF, Quark XPress, AAP tagged text, HTML, and
UCP tagged text. (I have no idea what some of these
are, but I offer you the information in the hope that it
makes sense to you.) All output formats in both can
be customised to a certain extent.
It is interesting that whereas Quark XPress seems to
have become the default standard in Australia for the
publishing industry, most editors and desktoppers are
now more willing to accept material in RTF than they
were when I wrote my original review.

Embedding entries in other documents
And here is CINDEX's other amazing feature. Having
created your index, you can drag individual entries
into RTF-compatible word-processors (such as
Word), embedding the entry into the text for
generation within the word-processor. The entries
incorporate:
•

Output
Printing out

formatting of page references - bold, italic,
underline etc.
(Continued
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type layout which, combined with Drag and Drop,
makes it easy to create and manage complex
hierarchically arranged lists of information for any
area of interest. Term Tree 2000 verifies the validity
of links as you build your thesaurus, and automatically
constructs all required reverse relationship links.
Reports are available for:

Term Tree 2000 is a new Thesaurus Creation and
Management Software that has been developed as a
replacement for an early 16 bit product called
Hierarch. Term Tree 2000 provides a facility to
seamlessly import existing Hierarch databases.
(Systematics Infonnation Systems, ~hich used to sell
Hierarch and Tinterm, went into liquidation in 1999.)
The makers of Term Tree 2000 provide services to
import CAIRS or InMagic thesauri and the Editor will
both import and export TRIM thesauri, In particular
the import feature can optionally perform character
case translation to 'pretty up' thesauri where the tenns
have all been recorded in upper case fonnat.

•

KWIC and KWOC relationships

•

Concatenations from Top Term down or a
selected term back to all of its Top Terms

•

Term Hierarchy

•

Term Relationships.

A Windows demonstration CD is available and this
includes:

The screen display below illustrates a typical Edit
mode view for the Rock Classification Thesaurus
included on our demonstration CD. This illustrates
one of the areas where Term Tree 2000 may be used
to develop and maintain a complex taxonomy. It
shows the Term Tree 2000 Editor Windows Explorer

•

Term Tree 2000 Editor, the tool used by a
Thesaurus Creator/Manager to create and
manage custom thesauri, Since this tool allows
the thesaurus to be modified, it is only available
(Continued on page 89)
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(Term Tree 2000, Cont. from p. 88)

Australian Publishers
Association seminars

as a standalone product to ensure its use may
be very carefully controlled.

•
•

•

NEWSLETfEH

Introduction

Term Tree 2000 Navigator, the read only tool
to access the information stored within the
custom thesauri. The supplied copy is a
standalone version and is therefore limited to
use on a single machine. Multi-user versions are
available.
TITableport, the conversion utility to convert
Hierarch databases to Term Tree 2000 format.
Several sample 'generic' seed thesauri to allow
evaluation of Term Tree 2000. This includes a
demonstration segment of the Enterprise Legal
Thesaurus from Enterprise Information
Management Pty Ltd.

Microsoft Word formatted copies of the Help file for
both the Editor and the Navigator are provided as
stand alone documents on the CD and these contain
overview information to assist with evaluation of this
new product.
If you have any questions or would like to receive a
copy of the demonstration CD for evaluation please
email totttpty@nor.com.au or phone (02) 6655 9059.
Information from Alan Chate, This to That Ply Ltd
tttpty@nor.com.au.

to Project Management

Friday 10 November - Sydney (Full day)
Monday 27 November - Melbourne (Full day)
Participants will be introduced to the basic principles
of project management. They will gain skills and
techniques essential to good project management and,
in the process, discover what to do, and what not to
do, to plan and execute successful projects.
Cost (GST Inclusive) $375 Non-members

Introduction To Indexing
Thursday 19 October - Melbourne (Full Day)
Tuesday 24 October - Sydney (Full Day)
Cost: $210 non-members. (GST inclusive.)
Our workshop will consider the role of the indexer in
the production and editorial process as well as how to
index and what to index. You will explore approaches
to indexing, styles of indexes and how you can assess
the effectiveness and usefulness of an index.
Enquiries to Ross Karavis
ph: (02) 9281 9788 ext 3 fax: (02) 9281 1073
email training@publishers.asn.au

Teach yourself indexing for Robohelp Classic
Sageline Publishing is now shipping Teach Yourself
Indexing for RoboHELP Classic, the newest title in its
Professional Bootstrap SeriesT.
In this 200-page workbook with CD, author William
Meisheid shows technical writers, help authors, and
book indexers the ins and outs of indexing with
RoboHELP Classic. Mr. Meisheid, an experienced
trainer in both help authoring and indexing, also
provides instruction in online indexing basics for
those who need it. The book addresses why a project
with a table of contents and full text search needs an
index, what makes a good index, how RoboHELP's
Index Designer and Smart Index Wizard allect the
process, as well as tricks and tips to make your
indexing work less of a hassle.
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Teach Yourself Indexing for RoboHELP Classic
covers RoboHELP versions 7, 2000, and 9. It is
sui'I:c,blefor classroom or individual use. The cost is
US$55 plus shipping. As a bonus, those who order
directly from Sageline will receive a free Quick
Reference Guide to RoboHELP 9 Classic.
Upcoming titles include Teach Yourself Indexing for
RoboHELP HTML Edition.
For more information or to place an order, e-mail
bootstrap@sageline.com or browse to http://www.
sageline.com.
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Newsletter, Webmaster and
Registration contacts

National Committee

President: Carry Cousins ph/lax (02) 95600102.
cmail: presitlent@aussi.org
Vice President
Alan Walker ph (02) 9368 0174. lax (02) 9358 5593
email: vicepres@aussi.org

This newsletter is sent Iree to all members of the Australian
Society of Indexers. It is published 11 times a year, with a
combined issue Ior Ian/Feb. Opinions expressed in the
newsletter are those of the individual contributors, and do
not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Society.
Copy should be sent to the editor by the last day of each
month for publication in the middle of the next month.
Please contact me if you have any questions about suitable
items for publication. The editor reserves the right to cut
and edit material. If greater than one A4 page, please send
files on a disk or via ernail,
Graphics
Please send image files in WMF, CIF, JPC or PCX format.
Photographs and camera-ready copy CaIIbe scanned by the
editor.
charges

Full page: $90; Half page: $50; Quarter page: $25.
Yearly rates: 11 for the price of 9.
Send copy and claims to:
Clenda Browne
PO Box 307
Blaxland NSW 277 4
ph: (02) 47 398 199; fax: (02) 47 398 189
email: newsletter@aussi.org
Membership

charges

$52 per year

indexing journal)

Christine Shuitleworth, Exec. rlIitor
Flat 1,25 St Stephen's Avenue
London WI2 8JB
email: cshuttle@dircon.co.llk
Corresponding Editor AUSt/NZI~
Clenda Browne, details above.
Cost: $28 for AusSI members.
Registration

(w)

Treasurer: Tricia Waters (02) 9416 7664 (h)
email: treasurer@aussi.org
Membership
Secretary:
Michacl Wyalt 0500539973 (IV),
Iax (02) 9331 7785. email: memsec@aussi.org
Committee

Members:

P.jolmstone,

C. Kearney.

NSW branch
PO Box R598. Royal Exchange NSW 1225, nswbranch@aussi.org
President: Madeleine Davis (02) 95143176 (IV),(02) 4787 6277
(h) fax (02) 4787 6069, email: redcliff@hennes.net.au
Vice·President: Miehael Wyatt, details above
Secretary: Lorraine Doyle (02) 8587 7229 (w)
(02) 98764218 (h), fax (02) 9888 2229
ernail: secretary@aussi.org
Treasurer: Pamela johnstone ph/fax (02) 4757 3045,
email: o!c@pnc.com.au
Committee Members: G. Cousins, C. Keamey, A. Walker,
T. Waters
Victorian branch (ABN 58 867 106 986)
GPO Box 1251, Melbourne Vie 300, vicbranch@aussi.org
President: Margaret Findlay, ph (03) 9277 5555,
email: findlay@acer.edu.au
Vice President: Max McMaster ph/fax (03) 9571 6341,
.email: mindexer@interconnect.com.au
Secretary: Jenny Restarick ph/lax (03) 9528 2539 (h),
email: Jcnny.Restarick@enquiries.csiro.au
Treasu rer: Ann Philpott
Committee Members: E. Wood-Ellern.]. McGovem,
A. Philpott,]. Simkin, G. Suter, RM Serong

Qld group with Soc. Ed. (Qld)
Contact: julie Forrcst (07) 3353 0120 (11)
email: J.Forrcst@mcauley.acu.etlu.au

Michacl Harrington, (02) 6218 8297 (w),
http://w\V\v.aussi.org/proiissucs/regislratioll.htm
Indexers

Secretary: Lorraine Doyle (02) 8587 7229
(02) 9876 ,t218 (h), Iax (02) 98882229
cmail: secrctary@aussi.org

ACT region branch
GPO Box 2069, Canberra ACT 2601, actbranch@aussi.org
President: Lynn Farkas, ph (02) 6286 3529, fax (02) 6286 6570
Email: lfarkas@pcug.org.au
Immediate Past President:
Ceraldine Tlillilt ph (02) 6231 4975,
cmail: gtrillitt@interact.net.au
Secretary:
Shirley Campbell ph (02) 6285 1006
email: sllirley.campbcll@alianet.a1ia.org.au
Treasurer: Penny Whitten, ph (02) 6274 7411
Email: pwhiuenfsinteract.nct.au
Committee Members: E.BinkolVski. R. Hyslop, L. Tunks,
B. Edwards

$26 half year (July to Dec)
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